
Messy  Spirituality:  God’s
Annoying  Love  for  Imperfect
People

Jun. 9, 2009

Messy Spirituality is about exactly that. It’s a
story of and a guide to rightly rejecting neat,
sanitized  spirituality,  breaking  out  of  the
plastic shrinkwrap of systemitized religion, and
embracing abundant life with all its messes,
failures,  complexities,  questions,  joys,
triumphs, tensions, paradoxes… which requires us
to  embrace  grace.  It  requires  the  sometimes

desperate acknowledgment of our constant need of grace, which
turns us into people of Grace—the people we’re all supposed to
be from Eden, people of God.

Romans 12:2 warns against allowing the world to squeeze us
into a particular pattern, a box that doesn’t let the Light in
and keeps us from real living. Yaconelli recognizes that we’re
not only in danger of the world trying to make us into what
the world wants us to be: well-meaning Christians and churches
often  squeeze  everybody  into  one-size-fits-all  patterns  of
spirituality. This small book says big things about what it
means to be spiritual and to walk with God.

Messy Spirituality derives from Yaconelli’s own journey from
legalism to liberty and the years of experience he has as a
pastor of a small fellowship full of misfits. Jesus calls us
to live faith-full lives. But too often we live fear-full
lives. We’re called to be radically different (as opposed to
merely civilly different). Yaconelli helps us think through
these  things,  and  he  does  so  with  patience  and  humility,
humor, earthy-ness, wisdom, and love.
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This blog post originally appeared at
reneamac.com/2009/06/09/messy-spirituality/

Banned Books Week
Oct. 1, 2010

We have come to the end of Banned Books Week, where avid
readers  everywhere  band  together  to  protest  the  idea  of
banning books (or more accurately, band together to celebrate
books they love that have been banned by having readings and
themed parties). Books are banned and protested for a sundry
of reasons, reasons we sympathize with and some we certainly
do not sympathize with. But even when it comes to books we
don’t  think  are  appropriate,  movements  for  the  outright,
absolute banishment of these books from libraries or from
Christian  society  is  rarely  helpful.  Such  movements  cause
division  over  matters  which  are  disputable  and  sometimes
simply draw more attention to and raise more interest in the
book a particular group is trying to get rid of.

Often, books are banned by people who haven’t read them and do
not  understand  them;  people  simply  join  the  banned  books
bandwagon. And while fight or flight may be more natural, only
the act of humbly engaging is constructive. We are called to
act in creative and redemptive ways as we pray, “Thy Kingdom
come; Thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven.” It is
essential to engage, not merely absorb or avoid, books (and
ideas) that scare and/or anger us, books that feel wholly
foreign to us. Although—for of a variety of factors, not the
least of which because each of us has our own sin-issues
particular  to  our  personality  and  set  of  experiences—not
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everyone will be able to engage with everything at the same
level.  And  it’s  the  which  and  by  whom  and  the  how  that
requires more individual discernment than broad banishings.
Even when you cannot personally engage by reading this or that
book  for  whatever  reason,  abiding  an  attitude  of  general
engagement as a member of the Body of Christ fosters that
humility-infused unity so foundational to our new life.

As we celebrate Banned Books Week here at Probe, we invite you
to chew with us on the questions such an acknowledgment brings
to the table. We’d love to hear your thoughts, and as always,
keep reading.

•  What  are  some  constructive  alternatives  to  banning  or
burning books? ie. discussion forum, panel discussion (even
at the library in question) or for a meeting of the PTA

• Should a Christian pause and ask, Am I being retributive to
“those liberals” and others who certainly ban Christian or
conservative viewpoints? Is that something that promises to
be  profitable,  biblically  speaking?  Is  it  a  Christlike
motive?

• While understandably fighting for convictions, could I be
guilty  of  putting  my  own  personal  convictions  on  others
inappropriately? How could this be detrimental or even wrong
to do with non-believers? With believers? [disputable matters
passage, like meat offered to idols]

• Would it be more profitable to read and discuss the book in
question with my children and even others’ kids w/parental
permission  (perhaps  with  some  blocking  of  objectionable
portions)  than  to  rail  against  the  author,  message  or
library?

• Pragmatically speaking, am I simply bringing objectionable
materials to light and putting them up on a stage by the
attention  they  are  now  getting  because  of  my  lobbying
efforts? Am I offering ammo to those who oppose any censure
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or social accountability?

• Am I giving the Enemy a foothold for bitterness in me or my
kids? In onlookers?

This blog post originally appeared at
reneamac.com/2010/10/01/banned-books-week/

Hail  the  Conquering
Graduates!

June 10, 2009

I was asked to put together a few resources for the high
school grads at church. I thought I’d share the wealth with
the World Wide Web.

Below you’ll find helpful and hopefully meaningful resources
to  guide  you  as  you  embark  on  adulthood.  I  especially
recommend the two blogs. The most valuable resource of all,
though, is people. Get involved in your own way on campus and
in a local church. But don’t just hang out with people your
own age—that’ll make you boring. Be sure to introduce yourself
to your professors and tell them thank you (will likely turn
that B+ into an A). I’ve been teaching and learning from
college students for a really long time. So I know quite a bit
about college stuff; and a decent amount about life stuff
too—you can always ask me anything. The whole world is before
you; but you never have to face it, with all its joys and
hardships, alone.

Many congratulations and blessings.
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Renea

Bookmark This

GoCollege.com

Here you’ll find really good tips for getting the most out of
the  really  (sometimes  really,  really)  expensive  education
you’re getting. Classroom lectures, writing assignments, and
even exams can be a lot different in college than they were in
high  school.  The  tips  on  this  website  can  help  make  the
transition smoother.

Biblos.com

Biblos.com  is  this  great  website  I’ve  only  recently
discovered. It’s a one-stop-shop for all your bible study
tools  including  concordances,  commentaries,  maps,  pictures,
devotions, and of course the Bible itself in several different
translations and languages.

EveryStudent.com

I’m really pumped about this website. It’s a place where no
question about God or life is out of bounds. When your friends
have questions about God and Christianity, or when you have
questions yourself, this website can help. In college you’ll
do  a  lot  of  exploring,  discovering,  and  learning  about
yourself: what you think about God, Christianity, the way the
world is, the way it should be. This website is designed to
guide you on that journey. Be sure to check out Life Issues,
which  touches  on  topics  such  as  sex,  beauty,  racism,  and
shame.

Probe.org

Curious about Genesis and evolution? Need help answering the
tough questions your friends have about Christianity? Whether
you  want  to  learn  more  about  your  friend’s  religion,  are
struggling with questions like — Why do bad things happen to
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good people? — or you need a credible source for the paper
you’re writing, Probe.org is an excellent resource that can
help you think through some really tough topics.

Blogs

Living Spirituality

Living  Spirituality  offers  helpful,  encouraging,  and  even
sometimes convicting devotionals. It also provides a weekly
discussion  about  real  life  stuff.  These  discussions  are
helpful as we try to live like Jesus in our everyday lives.

Surviving College Life

Surviving College Life is a really cool blog that’s incredibly
comprehensive. Not only will it be helpful as you prepare to
arrive on campus. This will be something you’ll find useful
throughout  your  college  years  as  you  move  from  dorms  to
apartments, friendships to romances, and from major to major.
The above link is a list of all the posts divided by topic. So
whether you’re looking for time management tips, study aids,
roommate advice, financial aid resources, or fitness facts,
Surviving College Life can help give you a heads up and point
you in a good direction.

Book Buzz

“Do not conform any longer to the pattern of this world, but
be transformed by the renewing of your mind.” Romans 12:2

This brief list of books includes stuff I read in college that
was really important to my Christian walk, as well as a few
books I wish I had read in college. They’re books I hope you
will find helpful as you journey with Jesus and strive to
think  christianly.  (Don’t  worry;  they’re  not  just  “smart
people” books. Most of these are very easy to read.)
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Don’t Waste Your Life

–John Piper

When Christ gave us real life, he gave our lives meaning and
purpose. Don’t Waste Your Life is about living on purpose a
life passionate for God and people.

 

The Sacred Romance: Drawing Closer to the Heart
of God

–Brent Curtis & John Eldredge

This is not a girly book; don’t let the title fool you. The
Sacred Romance was a really important book for me when I was
in college. It helped me understand the big picture of the
Bible: the story of God and the story of my own life. It
helped me understand the difference between living by the
rules and living spiritually.
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Welcome to College: A Christ-follower’s Guide
for the Journey

–Jonathan Morrow

Welcome to College includes chapters on the problem of evil
and suffering, Christology, ethics and much more. You will
also find a broad collection of practical topics: health, sex
and  dating,  finances,  Internet  use,  alcohol.  This  book
provides  unique  and  much–needed  help  for  navigating  the
head–spinning newness of college life.

 

Eat This Book: The Art of Spiritual Reading

–Eugene Peterson

This is a really helpful book about how to read and interpret
and understand the Bible, how to let the Scriptures nourish
and feed us, how to live the Scriptures as they are the Living
Words of God.

 



Real Sex: The Naked Truth about Chastity

–Lauren F. Winner

Winner talks about sex in a realistic way. She sorts through
the confusing messages we hear about sex from both the world
and the church, and helps us think about sex and romantic love
within  the  big  picture  of  God’s  story.  Real  Sex  provides
biblical and practical guidance for unmarried Christians who
desire  to  honor  God  with  their  sexuality  and  dating
relationships.

 

Messy  Spirituality:  God’s  Annoying  Love  for
Imperfect People

– Mike Yaconelli

This small book says big things about what being a Christian
looks like. It reminds us that we’re all human in need of
God’s  grace;  that  there’s  no  such  thing  as  the  ideal
Christian—there’s  no  one-size-fits-all  pattern  of
spirituality.

 



The Green Letters

–Miles J. Stanford

The Green Letters is about spiritual growth. It’s one of those
books  you  can  pick  and  choose  what  you  want  to  read  by
scanning over the Table of Contents; that is, the chapters
don’t necessarily have to be read in order. This book will
challenge you to live less selfishly, or we could say, less as
a self-follower and more as a Christ-follower.

 

 

5 Paths to the Love of Your Life: Defining Your
Dating Style

–Alex Chediak

There are basically five different approaches to romantic love
from  the  Christian  perspective.  This  book  gives  you  an
overview  of  these  five  views,  their  advantages  and
disadvantages, and the logic and Scripture behind them. So you
can decide for yourself which path you relate to most, which
enables  you  to  be  intentional  about  biblical,  christianly
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romance.

 

Not the Way It’s Supposed to Be: A Breviary of
Sin

–Cornelius Plantinga Jr.

What is sin? What are the effects of sin? How do we think and
talk about sin (if at all)? How do we deal with sin? These are
some of the questions discussed in this small, but impactful
book  on  sin.  You’d  think  a  book  all  about  sin  would  be
depressing, but Plantinga understands that sin is only the
distortion  of  something  originally  good;  and  that  though
things aren’t the way they’re supposed to be now, they will be
one day soon when Christ returns.

This blog post originally appeared at
reneamac.com/2009/06/10/hail-the-conquering-graduates/

Humanitarian Aid
dear world,

if i’m just a walking sac of chemicals,
then there’s no such thing as miracles
and caring isn’t caring; just synapses
flaring—so tell me, why should i care?
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movies end happily, but i can’t for the life of me
understand—if God is dead, what’s the hurry?
why this cumbersome worry?
there’s no referent and nothing is definite;
so do as you please; forget
poverty, education, disease.

please tell me why should I care; pack my bags
and go over there; pay plane, bus and taxi fare?
so what if children don’t eat and people can’t walk
down the street without rape, AIDS, pregnancy to meet?

i get the green thing. i have to live in this space with all
the rest of this evolving race. but there’s no Telos
so Darwin tells us—no meaning in our beginning;
no meaning in our end—so why should i care?

because apparently, we ain’t goin’ nowhere.

so dear world,

i decided i don’t care. but i can’t. i mean, just listen to
this rant.
there’s care there.
care’s there from the start, presupposing Science and Art;
care recessed, repressed in my bleeding heart.

things aren’t the way they’re supposed to be,
and the Story of Biology is not sufficient—
they say we’re here on accident… but i need more.

i need more in order to account for this life
as we live it. look around and see people caring,
friend and neighbor sharing—poverty and injustice repairing.
there’s care there… but, from where?

people don’t love wholly right—even when striving
with all our light. we withhold, we withdraw, we fight.
we harbor anger; we brandish pride; we’ve all of us



murdered and lied; selfishly denied truth, justice, mercy.

and yet… there’s Care there. it echoes in our tomes,
recalling to our breath and bones our Original Shimmering
Start,
pulsating, all along, in our heart.

Originally published at Renea’s blog.

© 2010 Renea McKenzie

Faith-based  Film  Faith  Like
Potatoes
It’s movie night with Mom; so I’m at the video store browsing
the new releases and I come across Faith Like Potatoes. I’m
not sure I would have picked it up if I were looking just for
myself, but I saw the words, “Based on an inspiring true
story,” and thought, Mom will like this. She did. But much to
my surprise, so did I. Oh, I thought I’d enjoy it tolerably,
but I didn’t expect to be, yes, actually inspired.

Faith Like Potatoes centers around a young, white African
farmer who is forced to move his family to South Africa and
start all over. As he does, he must overcome drought, tension
in his family and his own deep-seated anger, as well as the
tension and violence between white and black South African
farmers. It’s a story of pain, truth, beauty, and redemption.

Nonetheless, even though I was able to read all this on the
back cover, I wasn’t expecting to be very impressed. To be
entirely truthful, I’ve come to expect a fair amount of cheesy
dialogue  and  frankly,  poor  artistry  (cinematography,  plot
nuance,  imagery,  symbolism,  subtlety,  etc.)  from  Christian
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film, with a few notable exceptions. To be fair, I like those
“weird artsy films” that make you think, and I understand that
isn’t everyone’s cup of tea. But that also means I’ve seen my
fair share of high-quality, low-budget film. And while I think
we still have lots of ground to recover as we relearn how to
engage the arts, I’m also aware that we have and are making
progress.

Faith Like Potatoes from Affirm Films, is evidence of this
progress. The producers, editors, directors, and composers are
highly  experienced,  award-winning  experts  both  within  and
without faith-based film-making, and it shows. Often, faith-
based  films  come  across  as  unrealistic  because  they  lack
engaging, believable characters and dialogue and they over-
simplify  characters  and  their  issues.  These  movies  often
provide  one-size-fits-all  answers  and  end  up  resolving
problems  and  characters  so  pristinely  that  there  are  no
complications,  no  loose  ends,  no  lingering  struggles  or
doubts, no ambiguities, no room for interpretation… no depth.
Real people in real circumstances aren’t like that. People are
complicated;  what’s  right  and  what’s  wrong  is  sometimes
unclear;  accepting  Jesus  doesn’t  make  everything  rosy  and
happily-ever-after all at once.

As  Christians  we  ought  to  know  better  than  anyone  that
complete resolution will never take place until Christ returns
at long last to bring Justice and Peace to a hurting world. If
we want our productions to speak to real people in real ways,
we need to get real. We need to stop avoiding the wonderfully
complex simplicities of the paradoxical life God designed (the
last is first, die to live, etc.). Potatoes’ Regardt Van Den
Bergh understands this. The well-known South African actor and
director writes this of his work (of which The Visual Bible’s
Matthew is his best known): “I, as a director, love telling
true stories. To tell stories of how God impacts the lives of
people  is  the  best,  but  with  it  comes  an  awesome
responsibility: the responsibility of being truthful and also



representing the way of God in the person’s life accurately.”
(www.sonypictures.com/homevideo/faithlikepotatoes/about/produc
tion-bios.html).

Overall, I think the film is successful in doing this. It
doesn’t shy away from the tragedy that happens in Buchan’s
life. (Faith Like Potatoes is based on the life of Angus
Buchan, and is also the title of Buchan’s autobiography.) I
did, however, feel that the aftermath of the death of his
nephew was covered a bit speedily. I understand there are
limits on film as a medium, and time is almost always a
factor—Faith Like Potatoes is almost an even two hours long as
it is—however, I still feel it was an important part of the
whole  of  this  man’s  experience  that  shouldn’t  have  been
rushed. We only glimpse rather than truly encounter the shame
and guilt and anger Buchan struggled with. The film brings us
face-to-face with Buchan’s immense sadness, but his other,
darker feelings and struggles are only hinted at. Nonetheless,
this dose of realism which portrays both the triumphs and
tragedies of life is a good step in the right direction.

You’ve heard the old adage: It’s not what you say, but how you
say it that matters most. We all have experience with this. We
know that how we say what we’re saying affects how people
receive it, and often whether they receive it at all. This
being the case, we can see how bad art is an impediment to a
good  message;  we  begin  to  understand  how  it  is  nearly
impossible to communicate a good message through a movie that
just isn’t good. This is why I want to highlight Regardt’s
Faith Like Potatoes. It’s good art. Not exceedingly great
perhaps, but good. This film has quality acting, dialogue,
cinematography—all believable, which allows its message to be
believable too. And that is inspiring.

© 2009 Probe Ministries
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